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Abstract 
This paper analyses the exchange rate response of credit-constrained exporters and 
highlights location-driven balance sheet effects residing both on the real side and on 
the financial side of the economy. A model focusing the location of production rela-
tive to both credit markets and to the first and the second hand market for capital 
inputs introduces a number of balance-sheet driven exchange rate effects. When it 
comes to location, we consider four regimes, referred to as a developed, a developing 
and two transition economies that differ with respect to production technology and 
credit market structure, respectively. The export supply response differs both across 
countries at different stages of development as well as between countries with differ-
ent strategies to globalisation. 
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1. Introduction 

The response of exports to changes in the nominal exchange rate is notoriously weak 
[1]. The theoretical relation between exchange rates and trade was earlier argued using 
the elasticity approach, where the J-curve and the Marshal-Lerner condition were the 
building blocks1. The core assumption of the elasticity approach is, even though the 
short-run differs from the long-run, a positive relation between depreciations and ex-

 

 

1While the Marshal-Lerner condition is a steady-state relation based on long-run price elasticises is the 
J-Curve a description of the short-run trade balance response to exchange rate shocks (Meade [2]). Both 
theorems were initially derived in a situation where the exchange rate was pegged and capital movements 
played a minor role (Pitchford [3]). See also the seminal Obstfeld and Rogoff [4] paper for the relation be-
tween trade and exchange rates. 
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ports.  
In the aftermath of the financial crisis some episodes of large depreciations appeared 

to have had little impact on exports [5]. Incomplete exchange rate pass-through to 
(domestic) prices is a part of the explanation for the weak link between exchange rates 
and exports (see for instance Goldberg and Knetterer [6], Nahamura and Zermon [7], 
Rodriguez-Lopez [8] or Aubion and Ruta [9] for comprehensive surveys). A number of 
explanations have been put forward for the less than perfect pass-through, ranging from 
pricing to-market (see Atkeson and Burstein [10]) and local distribution costs (see 
Corsetti and Dedola [11]) to short-run nominal rigidities (see Gopinath, Itskhoki and 
Rigobon [12]). 

Variations in exchange rate pass-through create variations in export supply re-
sponses. Today there seems to be variations in the export supply response across coun-
tries, sectors and time periods. Freund and Pierola [13] find that depreciations stimu-
late exports in developing but not in developed economies. Eichengreen and Gupta [14] 
indicate stronger export responsiveness to exchange rates for services than for goods, 
while Ahmed et al. [5] show reduced export responsiveness post 2000. Looking beyond 
countries, sectors and time periods the role of cross-border production has lately be-
come the focus of attention when analysing the relation between exchange rates and 
trade flows. Amiti et al. [15] for instance shows lower responsiveness in Belgian firms 
with higher import shares while Ahmed et al. [5] finds weaker responsiveness for 
countries integrated in global value chains. 

This paper aims to investigate the relation between exchange rates and exports high-
lighting the role of economic integration. However, instead of a conventional global 
value chain approach (see for instance Koopman et al. [16]), we consider a flow-of- 
funds constraint taking the economy’s global market integration into account. The im-
plication of where production is located, relative to the location of the credit market 
and the first- and the second-hand market for capital inputs, for the transmission of 
exchange rates into exports is the focus of attention.  

The paper allows a flow-of-funds constraint to govern the behaviour of credit-con- 
strained exporters and compares the export supply response (to a depreciation) across 
four different regimes. The regimes are referred to as a developed economy, a develop-
ing economy and two transition economies with different production technology and 
credit market structure, respectively. A developed economy exporter faces a flow-of- 
funds constraint but finds both credit and capital inputs at home. The export response 
is determined by an income effect. In a developing economy the credit-constrained ex-
porter finds both credit and capital inputs abroad. This introduces a cost channel, a 
collateral channel, a wealth channel and a funding channel for how the exchange rate 
impacts export supply.  

Turning to our two transition economies, one imports capital inputs while the other 
develops its capital inputs at home. This is due to that the former transition economy 
has a domestic production structure that mirrors the international production structure, 
while the production structure of the latter is developed locally. While the latter econ-
omy has both the first- and the second hand market for capital inputs at home, finds 
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the former both markets abroad. International first- and second hand markets for capi-
tal inputs brings exchange rate effects into the flow-of-funds constraint through both 
the cost- and the collateral channel as in the case of a developing economy. We also al-
low transition economies to differ in terms of whether or not the credit market is do-
mestic. If not, the flow-of-funds constraint contains, as in the case of a developing 
country exporter, a funding channel for the exchange rate.  

To characterise our two transition economies we mix the production structure and 
the credit market location, in a way still not captured by neither a developed nor a de-
veloping country exporter. The two transition economies are thus either characterised 
by the combination of a foreign credit market and a domestic production structure or 
by the combination of a domestic credit market and an international production struc-
ture. This places transition economies in between the developed and the developing 
economy, but also allowing for different paths to global integration. The interaction 
between the balance-sheet effects that accompany the various combinations of the loca-
tion of production relative to the location of the credit market and the first- and the 
second-hand market for capital inputs creates a context specific export supply response 
that differ both between countries at different stages of development and across transi-
tion economies with different strategies to globalisation. 

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In the second part we discuss our ap-
proach in relation to relevant literature. In the third part we classify four regimes and 
present the model structure. The fourth part sets out the expressions for export supply 
and derives the export supply response to exchange rate shocks. The last part con-
cludes. 

2. Related Literature  

Our framework is motivated by the seminal Bernanke and Gertler [17] paper high-
lighting the role of credit-constraints. Applying a flow-of-funds constraint Krugman 
[18], Aghion, Bachetta and Banerjee [19] and Cespedes, Chang and Velasco [20] 
amongst others, questioned the textbook effect of depreciations on exports, and argued 
the possibility of contractionary effects. Analysing the export supply response of a rep-
resentative credit-constrained exporter assuming different national economic structures 
this paper allows for both expansionary and contractionary effects of a depreciation.  

We position our reasoning between four regimes, referred to as a developed, a de-
veloping and two transition economies, a credit importing and a capital importing 
transition economy, respectively. The regimes produces an alternative framing of an 
economy’s global integration, compared to for instance the global value chain approach. 
The possibility to import inter-mediaries keeps the distinction between forward- and 
backward linkages and upstream or downstream location still relevant (see again 
Koopman, Wang and Wei [16]). 

The advantage of the partial flow-of-funds approach is that it allows us to explicitly 
distinguish between an income channel, a cost channel, a wealth channel, a funding 
channel and a collateral channel for the exchange rate. The flow-of-funds constraint al-
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lows us to highlight both the integration of an economy’s financial- and the integration 
of economy’s real side into the global economy. The impact of the features residing on 
the real side of the economy, that is the income channel and the cost channel, is well 
known and analysed both within intra- and industry models for trade (see for instance 
Smith [21] for a standard approach to trade theory). The impact on trade from the fi-
nancial factors, highlighted by the funding channel and the collateral channel, is on the 
other hand not yet that well established, but is analysed by Amiti and Weinstein [22] 
Antras and Foley [23] amongst others. The flow-of-funds approach allows us to analyse 
the interaction between the financial and the real side. Gopintha [24] relates credit- 
constraints explicitly to both an exporter’s marginal cost and to the exporter’s mark-up, 
relating both the income channel and the cost channel to the credit constraint while 
Strasser [1] shows how credit-constrained exporters that can not afford to do Pric-
ing-to-Market (PTM) is more inclined to pass-through exchange rates than exporter’s 
than can, introducing a divergence in the income channel between exporters that are 
credit-constrained and exporters that are not.  

A framework based on a representative credit-constrained exporter is partial in na-
ture and abstracts away from, amongst other factors, the distinction between both large 
and small, as well as between high and low performing exporters. Amiti et al. [15] argue 
that the exchange rate pass-through of large exporters has decreased, while Berman et 
al [25] put forward the same argument for high performing firms. As both these two 
type of firms have gained importance in international markets, absorbing exchange rate 
movements in one’s mark-up might have become more common, thereby also reducing 
the exchange rate elasticity of foreign trade over the last decades. 

The representative exporter also ignores the distinction between the tradable and the 
non-tradable sector and the interaction between domestic and international collateral 
constraints as highlighted by Schneider and Tornell [26]. The distinction between the 
tradable and the non-tradable sector is especially important for economic growth in 
transition economies (see for instance Borgersen and King [27]). However, while ab-
stracting away from the two-sector framework the distinction between a domestic and 
an international production structure, brings transition back into the game. Our two 
transition economies, where one applies a production technology developed locally 
while the other imports the production technology that is applied internationally, can 
be seen as the situation before transition begins and after the economy is fully inte-
grated into the global economy, respectively. While stylized, the distinction draws at-
tention to transition in general, and, more specifically, to how the role of collateral 
changes during the transition process. Combining the two production structures with a 
foreign and a domestic credit market, respectively, allows us to extract the effect of debt 
composition on the exchange rate channel separating between a funding channel and a 
collateral channel. Following the Latin American crisis of the 90s where dollarization 
played an important role, debt composition became the focus of attention. Bonomo et 
al. [28] for instance, analysed the Brazilian case while Benavente et al. [29] did the same 
for Chile. Basically, as surveyed by Galindo et al. [30], there is evidence if favour of the 
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Cespedes, Chang and Velasco [20] argument where large levels of foreign debt (and 
capital market imperfections) might produce contractionary effects of a depreciation. 
Our credit-constraint framework draws on Bleakly and Cowen, but instead of having 
net-worth impacting the cost of borrowing is net-worth limiting the availability of cre- 
dit, along the lines of Aghion, Bacchetta and Banerjee [19]. This brings both the credit 
cycle argument of Kiyotaki and Moore [31] and the underinsurance argument of Ca-
ballero and Krishnamurthy [32] to the table, where the exchange rate response in tran-
sition economies might be more uncertain than in both developed and developing 
economies. Basically, the interaction between the different exchange rate channels 
produces a context-specific relation between exports and the exchange rate. The export 
elasticity might change over time and vary across countries with different integration to 
the global economy, be it developed or developing economies or transition economies 
with different economic structures or different strategies to globalisation.  

3. Regime Classification and the Flow-of-Funds Constraint  

We consider a firm that produces exclusively for the international market. The exporter 
needs external capital to take advantage of improved international market conditions, 
and credit is the only type of capital available. The exporter is credit-constrained and 
faces a flow-of-funds constraint. To attract credit collateral is needed and capital inputs, 
which either are imported or produced at home, serve as collateral. In the case of im-
ports, is the second-hand market for capital inputs abroad, as capital inputs has no al-
ternative use at home. If, on the other hand, capital inputs are produced at home, the 
second-hand market is domestic. To highlight the role of location complete pass- 
through is assumed, making the income effect of a depreciation equal for all, irrespec-
tive of location.  

Based on the location of the credit market and the first- and second hand markets for 
capital inputs we introduce four regimes (see Table 1):  
 A developed economy. The credit market is domestic, capital inputs are produced 

at home and the second hand market for capital inputs is domestic.  
 A technology importing transition economy. The credit market is domestic, but 

capital inputs are imported and the second-hand market is abroad.  
 A credit importing transition economy. The credit market is abroad, but the 

production of capital inputs and the second-hand market are domestic.  
 A developing economy. The credit market, as well as the first- and the second 

market for capital inputs, are both located abroad.  
 
Table 1. Regime classification. 

 A domestic credit market A foreign credit market 

A domestic first and second  
hand market for capital 

A developed economy 
A credit importing  
transition economy 

A foreign first and second  
hand market for capital 

A technology importing  
transition economy 

A developing economy 
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While a developed economy is completely integrated in the global economy is the 
situation the opposite for a developing economy, as it neither is connected to the global 
credit market nor applies a global production structure. The two transition economies 
might be seen as economies with different strategies to globalization, alternatively as 
transition economies at different stages of the globalization process where economies, 
when producing for exports, at first applies a local production structure while later in 
the globalization process starts adapting the international production structure.  

The flow-of-funds constraint. The exporter faces a flow-of-funds constraint each pe-
riod where the sum of income and borrowing constrain the amount that may be spent 
on wages, investments and interest payments on the prevailing debt. Debt is restricted 
by collateral. As some sluggishness is assumed in the default process, collateral is con-
strained by the present value of capital inputs.  

The flow-of-funds constraint is: 

Export income debt wage costs investment costs interest payments+ = + +  

where the components are derived as follows: 
Production technology. The firm exports good X which is produced using labour N 

and capital K as inputs. The production function is  
1 , 0,1t t tX K Nα α α−= ∈                         (1) 

which, by normalising labour 1tN N= = , allows us to express production per em-
ployee tx  as  

t tx kα=                                (1’) 

Export income. The firm exports all of its production and export income (EI) equals 
*

t t t tEI e p kα=                             (2) 

where te  is the exchange rate, defined as a higher value represents a weaker currency. 
The international market price of X is given by *

tp .  
Investment cost. Investments equal the difference between the capital stock in the 

beginning 1tk −  and in the end tk  of period t (we abstract away from depreciations). 
When the first-hand market for capital inputs is domestic, and tq  is the period t do-
mestic market price on capital inputs, investment costs (IC) equals  

( )1t t t tIC q k k −= −                           (3) 

When the first-hand market is abroad, and capital inputs are imported, investment 
costs equal 

( )* *
1t t t t tIC e q k k −= −                           (4) 

where *
tq  is the international market price on capital inputs in period t.  

Credit-constraints and the second hand market for capital inputs. The credit market 
is characterised by asymmetric information and debt is restricted by its collateral value. 
Capital inputs can be bought at home or abroad and, as capital is assumed to be cul-
ture-specific the second hand market where collateral can be traded, is thus either do-
mestic or foreign. 
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When both the credit market and the markets for capital input are domestic, debt 
H
tb  is constrained by the expression 

1
H
t t tRb k q +≤                              (5) 

where R is the discount factor and 1tq +  the period t + 1 domestic market price on 
capital inputs. 

Equation (5) states that the discounted value of debt cannot exceed the collateral 
value, which equals the present value of capital inputs in the domestic market. 

When, on the other hand, the exporter borrows at home but both the first- and the 
second hand market for capital input are foreign, debt ˆH

tb  is constrained by the ex-
pression  

*
1 1

ˆH
t t t tRb e q k+ +≤                             (6) 

where 1te +  is the exchange rate and *
1tq +  the period t + 1 international market price 

on capital inputs. 
When the exporter borrows abroad and both the first- and the second hand market 

for capital inputs are foreign, debt ˆF
tb  is constraint by the interaction between the in-

ternational market price on capital inputs in period t + 1 and the exchange rate, where 
now both the current and the expected future exchange rate 1te +  is included. 

*
1 1

ˆF
t t t t te Rb e q k+ +≤                             (7) 

In the fourth scenario is the credit market foreign, but both the first- and the sec-
ond-hand market for capital inputs domestic. Debt F

tb  is now determined by the ex-
pression  

1
F

t t t te Rb k q +≤                               (8) 

as funding is foreign but the second hand market for capital, where collateral can be 
traded, is domestic. As the exporter is credit-constrained, it is by definition less patient 
than the market and all debt restrictions are in the following assumed to hold with 
equality.  

4. The Export Supply Response 

When combining the flow-of-funds constraint with the expressions for export income, 
investment costs and the relevant credit-constraint expression, we find both the export 
supply and the export supply response to a depreciation across our four regimes. At 
first we consider a credit-constrained exporter located in a developed economy in order 
to highlight the conventional income effect. 

4.1. An Exporter in a Developed Economy 

For an exporter in a developed economy both the credit market and the first- and the 
second hand market for capital inputs are domestic. Inserting for investment cost, and 
letting represent wages, the flow-of-funds constraint equals 

( )*
1 1 1.

H H
t t t t t t t te p k b w q k k Rbα

− − −+ = + − +                     (9) 
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When inserting for H
tb  we can express exports from a developed economy exporter 

DC
tk  as: 

{ }*
1 1 1

1

1 DC
DC H DC t
t t t t t t t t DC

t t t

nw
k e p k w k q b k

q q R uc
α
− − −

+

 
= − + − ⇒ = − 

        (10) 

Export is determined by the interaction between the user cost of capital DC
tuc  and 

the net-worth of the exporting firm DC
tnw . While the user cost equals ( )1t tq q R+−  is 

the net-worth given as { }*
1 1 1

H
t t t t t te p k w k q bα

− − −− + −  and is determined by exportable 
income *

1t t te p kα
−  plus the domestic market value of capital inputs 1t tq k −  less wages 

and the prevailing level of debt 1
H
tb − . 

When analysing the export supply response the only exchange rate effect that comes 
into play is a conventional income effect. We find that a depreciation impacts positively 
on export supply as long as the user cost is positive ( )0tuc > 2. 

*
1

1 0
DC
t

t tDC
t t

k p k
e uc

αδ
δ −= >                        (11) 

Being contingent on the user cost, the export supply response deviates from the 
textbook case even for an exporter from a developed economy. As the income effect is 
positively related to user cost, so is the export supply response. Figure 1 pictures the 
positive relation between export supply and the exchange rate (assuming a positive user 
cost). The export response is positively influenced by both international market prices 
and export volumes, as indicated by the shift in the export supply curve from 0S  to 

1S . 
 

 
Figure 1. The exchange rate response of a credit constrained exporter. 

 

 

2In the following we assume the user cost to be positive. 
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4.2. An Exporter in a Developing Economy 

For an exporter in a developing economy both the credit market as well as the first- and 
the second hand market for capital inputs are foreign, and additional channels emerge 
for the exchange rate impact on exports. The flow-of-funds constraint equals 

( )* *
1 1 1

ˆ ˆ .F F
t t t t t t t t te p k b w q e k k Rbα

− − −+ = + − +                 (12) 

By inserting for ˆF
tb  export supply LDC

tk  equals  

{ }* *
1 1 1*

* 1 1

1 ˆ
LDC

LDC F LDC t
t t t t t t t t t LDC

tt t
t t

t

nwk e p k w Rb e q k k
uce qe q

e R

α
− − −

+ +

 
 
 = − − + ⇒ =  
 −  
   

  (13) 

Exports is again determined by the exporter’s net-worth { }* *
1 1 1

ˆF
t t t t t t te p k w Rb e q kα

− − −− − +  

and the user cost of capital 
*

* 1 1t t
t t

t

e qe q
e R
+ + 

− 
 

. The user cost is affected by the interna- 

tional market prices on capital inputs (both in the first- and in the second hand market) 
as well as both the current and the future exchange rate.  

In addition to the income effect is the export response also characterised by a wealth 
effect { }*

1t t te q k − , a cost effect ( )*
t te q , a funding effect and a collateral effect. The latter 

two are related to the present value component 
*

1 1t t

t

e q
e R
+ + 

 
 

. While the denominator 

1

te R
 
 
 

 captures the funding effect is the collateral effect given by ( )*
1 1t te q+ + .  

A depreciation impacts the export supply response negatively through the cost effect 
and through the funding effect. As both capital inputs and credit are imported, a 
weaker currency raises the cost of both, thereby impacting negatively on exports. The 
positive income effect is supported by the wealth effect, and potentially also by the col-
lateral effect. This is due to that a weaker currency increases the international value of 
exporters today (the wealth effect) and (potentially) also tomorrow (the collateral ef-
fect).  

Before we derive the export supply response we need to make assumptions regarding 
the exchange rate process. While the wealth effect is determined by the current ex-
change rate, is as mentioned the collateral effect contingent on how the exchange rate is 
expected to evolve. Collateral might, instead of having a positive impact as indicated 
above, have a negative impact.  

We consider three cases, starting with a simplifying assumption of static expectations. 
Thereafter we consider rational expectations and a stationary exchange rate and then 
the case with adaptive expectations.  

Assuming static expectations 1 0te +∆ =  and thereby fixing 1te +  at its current level, 
we indirectly abstract away from the collateral effect. The export supply response now 
equals 
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( )
( )

*
* * * 1 1

1 1 2 2
1LDC LDC

t t t t
t t t t tLDC LDC

t t tt

k nw e qp k q k q
e uc e Ruc

αδ
δ

+ +
− −

 
= + − + 

 
          (14) 

The response is determined by the interaction between the income effect and the 
wealth effect (the first two terms in expression 14) and the cost effect and the funding 
effect (the last two terms in expression 14), where the impact of the latter two is nega-
tive. 

Inserting for ˆF
tb  and LDC

tk  we express the condition for 0
LDC
t

t

k
e

δ
δ

>  in terms of a 

critical exchange rate  

* * *
1 1

ˆF
S t
t

t t t t t t

be
p k q k k qα

− −

>
+ −

                       (15) 

The critical exchange rate S
te  is positively related to ˆF

tb  (the funding effect) and 
*

t tk q  (the cost effect). The higher the import intensity and the more indebted the firm 
the weaker is the exchange rate necessary for a positive export response to a deprecia-
tion. On the other hand, both the income effect and the wealth effect push for a positive 
export response at stronger currency values. 

When expectations are rational and the exchange rate is mean-reverting (operation-
alised by 1t te e +∆ = −∆ ) the export supply response equals 

( )
( )

* *
* * * 1 1 1

1 1 2 2
1LDC LDC

t t t t t
t t t t tLDC LDC

t tt tt

k nw e q qp k q k q
e e Ruc e Ruc

αδ
δ

+ + +
− −

 
= + − + + 

 
       (16) 

After rearranging, and (again) inserting for ˆF
tb  and tk , the condition for  

0
LDC
t

t

k
e

δ
δ

>  is expressed in terms of the critical exchange rate MR
te  

*
1

* * *
1 1

ˆF t
t

MR
t

t t t t t t

qb
Re

p k q k k qα

+

− −

+
>

+ −
                     (17) 

Compared to static expectations the critical rate is higher, and a weaker currency is 
now necessary for a positive export supply response. This is because the collateral effect 
has a negative impact on export supply when the exchange rate is mean-reverting as a 
depreciation in period t is followed by an appreciation in period t + 1. 

When expectations are adaptive (operationalised by assuming 1t te e +∆ = ∆ ) the ex-
port supply response is 

( )
( )

* *
* * * 1 1 1

1 1 2 2
1LDC LDC

t t t t t
t t t t tLDC LDC

t tt tt

k nw e q qp k q k q
e e Ruc e Ruc

αδ
δ

+ + +
− −

 
= + − + − 

 
      (18) 

The condition for 0
LDC
t

t

k
e

δ
δ

>  is now, except from that adaptive expectations allows  

the collateral effect to impact positively on the export supply response, analogue to the 
case with rational expectations, and the critical exchange rate E

te  equals 
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*
1

* * *
1 1

ˆF t
t

E
t

t t t t t t

qb
Re

p k q k k qα

+

− −

−
>

+ −
                     (19) 

When comparing the critical exchange rates of our three cases we find MR S E
t t te e e> >  

a ranking determined by how the expected exchange rate impact the collateral effect.  

4.3. An Exporter in a Credit Importing Transition Economy 

In a transition economy where the production structure is developed locally but funded 
abroad, the flow-of-funds constraint equals 

( )*
1 1 1

F F
t t t t t t t te p k b w q k k Rbα

− − −+ = + − +                  (20) 

Inserting for F
tb  and rearranging allows us to express exports from a credit im-

porting transition economy CT
tk  as 

{ }*
1 1 1

1

1 CT
CT F CT t
t t t t t t t t CT

tt
t

t

nwk e p k w q k Rb k
ucqq

e R

α
− − −

+

 
 
 = − + − ⇒ =  

−  
   

       (21) 

Export is again determined by net-worth { }*
1 1 1

F
t t t t t te p k w Rb q kα

− − −− − +  and the user 

cost of capital 1t
t

t

qq
e R

+ 
− 

 
. The user cost is determined by domestic market prices, but  

related to the exchange rate through the funding effect. The export supply response 
equals 

( )
( )

( )
2

* 1 1
1 12 2

1 1CT
CTt t t t t

t t t t tCT CTCT
t tt t tt

k q R nw qp k nw p k
e

e
ucuc uc e Ruc

α αδ
δ

+ +
− −

 
= − = − 

 
      (22) 

and is determined by the interaction between the (positive)income effect and the (nega-
tive)funding effect. Assuming a positive user cost, using the definition of F

tb  from (8)  

and the expression for CT
tk  given by (21), the condition for 0

CT
t

t

k
e

δ
δ

>  is  

*
1

F
CT t
t

t t

be
p kα

−

>                            (23) 

The critical exchange rate CT
te  necessary for a positive export supply response is 

higher the more indebted the exporter, while the level of export income allows for a 
positive export supply response at stronger currency values.  

4.4. An Exporter in a Technology Importing Transition Economy 

For an exporter importing capital inputs, but funding itself in domestic credit markets 
is the flow-of-funds constraint: 

( )* *
1 1 1

ˆ ˆH H
t t t t t t t t te p k b w e q k k Rbα

− − −+ = + − +                (24) 

Inserting for debt—using expression (6)—allows us to express exports from a tech-
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nology importing transition economy T
tk  as  

{ }* *
1 1 1*

* 1 1

1 ˆ
T

T H T t
t t t t t t t t t T

tt t
t t

nwk e p k w Rb e q k k
uce qe q

R

α
− − −

+ +

 
 
 = − − + ⇒ =  
 −  
   

    (25) 

For this exporter net-worth { }* *
1 1 1

ˆH
t t t t t t te p k w Rb e q kα

− − −− − +  includes both an income  

effect and a wealth effect while the user cost 
*

* 1 1t t
t t

e qe q
R

+ + 
− 

 
 entails a cost effect and  

a collateral effect. 
Applying the mean-reverting assumption from above, and inserting for 1t te e +∆ = −∆ , 

the export supply response is  
*

* * * 1
1 1

1 T
t t t

t t t t tT T
t t t

k nw qp k q k q
e Ruc uc

αδ
δ

+
− −

    = + − +      
           (26) 

After some rearranging and inserting for ˆH
tb  we find the condition for 0

T
t

t

k
e

δ
δ

>  as  

1 * * *
1 1

ˆH
t

t
t t t t t t

be
p k q k k qα+

− −

>
+ −

                     (27) 

When importing capital the condition for a positive export supply response is ex-
pressed in terms of a critical future expected exchange rate, highlighting the role of col-
lateral. As the sources of funding are located at home while the second hand market is 
abroad is the condition for a positive export supply influenced by the present value of 
collateral, which here is represented by the expected future exchange rate.  

5. Conclusions 

This paper analyses how credit-constrained exporters responds to depreciations. It 
presents a partial model where balance-sheet effects are influenced by location. The fo-
cus of the paper is how the location of production, relative to both credit markets and 
the first- and the second-hand market for capital inputs, affect the transmission of ex-
change rates to exports. 

To give our framework some purchase we position our reasoning between four regimes 
referred to as a developed economy, a developing economy and two transition regimes 
with different adaption to both credit markets and production technology respectively. 

When exporters are located in developed economy depreciations stimulate exports 
through a conventional income effect, as long as the user cost of capital is positive. As a 
positive response is contingent on the user cost, the textbook relation between the ex-
change rate and exports is questioned even for exporters in developed economies. 

In a developing economy where exporters import both capital inputs and funding is 
the effect of a depreciation determined by the income effect’s interaction with a wealth 
effect, a cost effect, a collateral effect and a funding effect. The condition for a positive 
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export supply response is given in terms of a critical exchange rate. While the income 
effect and the wealth effect pulls the critical rate towards weaker currency levels, is the 
impact from the cost effect and the funding effect the opposite. There is in addition a 
collateral effect influenced by the (expected) future exchange rate. When the exchange 
rate is mean-reverting the collateral effect pushes the critical rate towards stronger cur-
rency values. 

Also for transition economy exporters, where either credit or capital inputs are im-
ported, and the export supply response therefore lacks either the cost effect or the 
funding effect, is the response to a depreciation in general uncertain. 

In all regimes is the export supply response highly context specific and, even for a 
developed economy exporter, there is a potential deviation from the textbook case. The 
location-driven balance sheet effects show how both the existence of a domestic credit 
market and the location of where capital inputs are produced and may be traded matter 
for how exports respond to depreciations. The context specific response shows how 
elasticities may differ across countries, industries and time periods. 
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